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Pokemon dark rising origins

The Dark Knight Rises hits theaters today, and along with it is an Android game from Gameloft. Much like The Amazing Spider Man, The Dark Knight Rises for Android is inspired by the movie, and though the mechanics are similar, the brooding atmosphere is what really sets the Batman game apart.  Players get to zoom across a bleak
cityscape by gliding, swinging, or motoring through Gotham. Missions follow closely in the footsteps of the movie, but as you go, you can kit out Bruce Wayne with the latest tech and upgrade particular parts of his suit and vehicles to suit your playstyle. There's plenty of open world exploration too, and a whole bundle of hidden items to
find.  The Dark Knight Rises hosts the usual dual-stick set-up: the virtual joystick on the left side of the screen controls where Batman moves, while swiping anywhere else controls where he looks. There's a smattering of buttons on the right side that pop up depending on what's in range - grapnel hook launcher, attack, leap, sneak attack,
counter, and a few others. Some actions, like hacking terminals and kicking open doors are initiated by tapping on the objects directly. Camera angles were twitchy at times, but most of the time performance was fine. My only serious qualm with controls was driving. Steering is dictated by moving a slider bar to the left or right - no
accelerometer controls or even left/right tap zones. Gliding would would feel a bit more natural if there was an option to invert the Y axis on the controls, but it's easy enough to make do. That said, it would be nice to have some more control options, such as repositional buttons dynamic virtual joystick placement as in other Gameloft titles. 
The gameplay itself is pretty standard. Combat is mostly just bashing the attack button over and over while Batman acrobatically dispatches opponents with cape flourishes galore. The arsenal of gadgets helps you mix things up further in the game, but for the most part, they're just around to be fancy. Combat isn't the only part of the
game, however. Simply navigating from point A to point B can be tricky under certain circumstances and activities like hacking puzzles can provide nice breaks from beating up the bad guys. The swinging from perch to perch indoors is a sight some players will recognize from the Arkham Asylum and Arkham City games for console.
Progression is standard fare as well - beat up bad guys, complete primary and secondary missions, earn experience points, level up, unlock new gear, and improve equipment with upgrade points. You also earn credits throughout gameplay that are used on smaller upgrades and consumables. There's a ton of customizability on this front
that can be fast-tracked with in-app purchases. IAPs really don't need to be in $6.99 games, even if they amount to little more than progress acceleration. I already paid for the game, don't nickel and dime me to death. If in-app purchases allow a developer to release a game for free, super, but it really grates when devs try to double-dip.  I
won't go too far into the storyline (especially since I haven't seen the movie yet), but it seems like there are at least few spoilers in the game - you've been warned. There are 6 chapters containing a total of 20 missions, and even once you've wrapped up the campaign, there's a bunch of collectible hidden items throughout Gotham that can
be acquired in free roam mode.  Graphics and audio The animation in Dark Knight Rises is particularly great. Combat motions move seamlessly from one attack to the next, and amply display Batman's agility and power. Sometimes it feels like the game goes overboard with the slow-mo effects, especially considering most of the time
you're just tapping attack repeatedly and occasionally the counter button, but there's hardly anything wrong with theatrics for a title based on a movie. The menu system and UI has a high degree of polish with lots of smooth transition animations.  Much like The Amazing Spider-Man, the protaganist's visuals are all incredibly well done at
the expensive of many others. Selina Kyle's out-of-costume model had a perfectly flat face, and the main villain, Bane, lacks the details to sufficiently counterpoint Batman. Despite that, The Dark Knight Rises still takes up 1.81 GB, so make sure you have enough storage on your device and time to download and install.  On the other
hand, the voice acting is much better than in the Amazing Spider-Man; Batman is appropriately throaty, Alfred is nice and generically British - even Bane with some of his cheesier monologues is a nice representation of the voice in the movie. The music is dour and high-quality, as one would hope from a Batman game.  The good
Faithfully captures classic Batman gloominess Extensive progression and unlockables Dramatic combat The bad In-app purchases are contrived Graphics on everyone else but Batman are less than great Spotty driving controls Conclusion The Dark Knight Rises on Android is a perfect companion to the film, and will no doubt be an
attractive purchase once you've seen it and want to relive the action. In-app purchases for accelerated progression will be a significant turn-off for many. For seven bucks, nobody should have to deal with with developers asking for more money, even if the purchases are optional. Though Batman looks great, it's very much at the expense
of many of the other characters, If the supporting cast got a bit more love, maybe the difference in graphical quality wouldn't be so jarring. There's a ton of unlocks to enjoy, a broad open-world Gotham to explore, and lots of bad guys to beat up. For casual and die-hard Batman fans alike, The Dark Knight is a no-brainer. Download: The
Dark Knight Rises ($6.99)  Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! If you’re a Nintendo 3DS or PS Vita owner, you’re in luck, because some of the most interesting games launching this week are only available on handheld systems. But console gamers need not despair, because they’ll have a few epic
adventures of their own to complete. Read on to find out which games are launching on all systems the week of April 5. Source: From Software 1. Dark Souls II: Scholar of the First Sin Releases April 7 on PS4 and Xbox One In the unlikely event that you’ve already blazed through Bloodborne or just aren’t interested in its dreary Victorian
setting, its spiritual predecessor is about to be re-released on new-generation consoles. As with most remastered editions, this Dark Souls II package contains all of the downloadable content that ever came out for the original game, along with upgraded graphics. But be warned: This game is full of hyper-challenging combat, with save
points few and far between. Are you persistent enough to see this journey through to the end? Source: Lumenox 2. Aaru’s Awakening Releases April 7 for PS4 and PS3 If you like tough-as-nails platformers, Aaru’s Awakening is the game for you this week. You play as a half-bird half-bear creature who runs, jumps, and dashes through
environments rife with peril. What sets it apart from others like it is a teleportation ability that allows you to toss a ball of light and zip to wherever it ends up. But don’t expect a cakewalk: You’ll likely die over a thousand times throughout the adventure. So there’s that. Source: Supergiant Games 3. Bastion Releases April 7 for PS4 This
game has been out for years on other platforms, but it’s just now heading to PS4. In Bastion, you play as a kid who hacks and blasts his way through a monster-infested world. It’s an action role-playing game, so you can expect to do lots of weapon swapping and character customizing, all so you can dispatch more enemies more
efficiently. With its killer soundtrack, gravelly voiced narrator, and vivid, colorful world, Bastion makes a great addition to any console’s digital store. Source: Atlus via YouTube 4. Etrian Mystery Dungeon Releases April 7 for Nintendo 3DS Etrian Mystery Dungeon takes two distinct types of role-playing games and mashes them together,
hopefully to create something that’s greater than the sum of its parts. The focus here is on exploration and party management. You’ll hand-pick a party of explorers of varying classes and send them into dungeons to slay enemies and grab sweet, sweet loot. There’s not much of a story to follow, but Etrian Mystery Dungeon promises to
deliver an addictive RPG progression system. For a certain type of gamer, that’s paradise. Source: Curve Studios 5. Stealth Inc. 2 Releases April 7 on PS4, PS3, and PS Vita Releases April 10 on Xbox One Sneaking through shadowy environments patrolled by eagle-eyed enemies never seems to lose its appeal to gamers. Stealth Inc. 2
puts you in the shoes of an adorable clone who has to escape from a series of tightly-designed test chambers that are rigged to end your life the moment you’re detected. So you’ll have to stick to the shadows, avoiding attack dogs, patrol robots, and spotlights as you hack into terminals to open the exit. Fans of stealth games will want to
check this one out. Source: Terrible Posture Games 6. Tower of Guns Releases April 7 on PS4 and PS3 Releases April 10 on Xbox One Tower of Guns is an interesting mix between a first-person shooter and a roguelike (a randomized game that starts you back at square one each time you die). Your backstory varies with each run, but
your goal is always to make it to the top of a tower and dispatch the final boss without dying along the way. Bullets fly in every direction, so it’s all you can do to stay alive to make it to the next room. Try this game for a tense challenge. Source: Iguanabee 7. MonsterBag Releases April 7 on PS Vita MonsterBag is a puzzle platformer with a
terrific graphical style. You play as a monster who has to sneak through the world while avoiding the attention of the people who populate it. Different people are on the lookout for different things, so you’ll have to change up your behavior to progress. It looks quirky and interesting, and it’s free to PS Plus members during the month of
April. Source: Pokemon.com 8. Pokémon Rumble World Releases April 8 for Nintendo 3DS Just announced during last week’s Nintendo Direct presentation, Pokémon Rumble World is Nintendo’s second free-to-play game based on everyone’s favorite collectible monsters (the first was Pokémon Shuffle). The idea here is to travel the
world in a hot air balloon to complete your collection of over 700 Pokémon that span just about every Pokémon game ever made. Just try not to go broke on the game’s micro-transactions. Source: Nintendo 9. Xenoblade Chronicles 3D Releases April 10 for New Nintendo 3DS XL The original U.S. version of Xenoblade Chronicles landed
on the Wii in 2012. It was a fantastic open-world Japanese RPG that critics adored but many gamers missed, thanks to its limited release. That could be about to change, with the game’s port to the Nintendo 3DS. The only problem? You won’t be able to play it on a regular 3DS. Instead, you’ll need to buy the more powerful New Nintendo
3DS XL. That’s a bummer, but it might be a good excuse to upgrade your hardware. Follow Chris on Twitter @CheatSheetChris Check out Tech Cheat Sheet on Facebook! More from Tech Cheat Sheet Want more great content like this? Sign up here to receive the best of Cheat Sheet delivered daily. No spam; just tailored content
straight to your inbox.ho Pokemon Go is sweeping the nation. Following the app’s release in July, the game quickly shot to the top of the App Store and has been downloaded by fans and curious newcomers alike.The game has had publicity high points, like Muncie Animal Shelter’s advertisements asking for players to walk the shelter’s
dogs while they play. However, it has also been the subject of much criticism. Earlier this week, major new outlets reported the appearance of Pokemon in the Holocaust Museum in Washington DC. The presence of players who are visiting the museum solely for the purpose of catching Pokemon has understandably irked the
administration.They’re not the only ones who are upset with where Pokemon Go is taking players. Police have issued warnings to players that catching a rare Pokemon does not justify trespassing, and homeowners and businesses alike have found found themselves shooing bold players off their property. Whether you’re a hardcore
player or you’ll never touch the game, the existence of Pokemon Go will have an impact on your privacy. Since players are spread across a wide age range, from those playing during school recess to old fans who’ve grown up to love Pokemon cocktails, a variety of responses can be appropriate for securing your privacy. Here are some
things that you can do to secure your home or business from unwitting trespassers.1. Put up a signSometimes, the simplest way to keep your private property private is to remind people where they’re walking. Something as simple as a paper sign will likely need replacing after bad weather, but it will definitely make your stance on
trespassers clear and provide a gentle reminder to players about boundaries and where they should and shouldn’t be.If you do make a sign, try adding pictures of Pokemon to it. This will catch players’ eyes and let them know that your interest in privacy has to do with the game specifically. 2. See about delisting your house or
businessPresently, there are no exclusion zones within the game. Pokemon can and do appear just about anywhere. However, with recent press and demand going through the roof, it’s only a matter of time before Niantic, the game’s maker, adds in a mechanism for concerned property owners to keep Pokemon out of their homes and
workplaces. Keep your eyes on the news for any mention of this feature.3. Get a security cameraIf you’re seriously concerned about your privacy, then a security camera is a very official, very professional way to protect it. Plus, the days of expensive security camera setups are long gone. These days, just one camera can cover a large
piece of property if you do your research and choose the right security camera.Just seeing a security camera is enough to make most would-be trespassers think twice. Those that don’t will be caught red-handed in the act, whether you’re around or not. There’s also one more benefit to consider. With injuries already being reported and the
certitude of more to come, having eyes on your property non-stop can protect you from liability. So, when a hapless player walks into a tree on your property, there’ll be no doubt in anyone’s mind that your hands are clean.Well, maybe not so much a guard dog as the sweetest little puppy in the universe. Having a dog around who gives a
gentle warning bark to players to remind them that somebody lives here can be a great help — just as long as they don’t try to throw a poke ball at it, that is.5. Direct players elsewhereWithin the game, players can drop incense, an item that lures Pokemon to a specific location. Dropped in your home, incense can turn your yard into a
gathering place for Pokemon and players alike. If you’re a player who likes the game and likes other players, but doesn’t want his or her home to become a hot spot, try dropping incense at nearby public locations such as a local park or school. Pokemon Go is an exciting augmented reality experience, but it’s quickly leading us into
unknown territory. Going forward, players and non-players alike are going to have to figure out together how we can share our virtually augmented world respectfully. As a player and a private individual, these are some of my recommendations, but I’d love to hear about your Pokemon Go experiences on social media!Featured photo
credit: Eduardo Woo via flickr.com
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